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Q.CODE: Z747 
Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any five from the rest. 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 
  
  
Q1  Answer the following questions: (2 x 10) 

 a) State the tasks of Speed Frame.   
 b) Write the merits and demerits of pneumatic weighting arrangement overspring loaded  

in drafting system of a speed frame. 

 

 c) If the total given in speed frame is 10 and break draft is 1.2 ,  the main draf t is ---------- .   

 d) State the function of spacer in drafting system of speed frame.  
 e) How much pressure is given on the  top rollers in drafting system of Ring frame while 

processing cotton fibres .                                   

 

 f) State the different types of ring and traveller .  
 g) Define the angle of yarn pull. How much should it be ?  
 h) State the characteristics of a ring frame package.  
 i) State object of Doubling  
 j) How do you choose T.M for double yarn ?  

    
Q2 a) Explain  how twist is inserted in roving in Speed frame.   (5) 

 b) Explain the  difference  between  bobbin  leading and  flyer  leading roving 
frame. 

(5) 

    
Q3 a) State the function of  building mechanism in Speed frame  (2) 

 b) Describe the mechanism for formation of package in speed frame. (8) 
    

Q4 a) Describe in brief any one modern drafting system of Ring frame (5) 
 b) Calculate the production  per spindle in a shift of 8 hours at 95 % 

efficiency in ring frame spinning yarn of 40 Ne, if the spindle speed is 
20000 rpm and T.M used is 4.0   

(5) 

    
Q5 a) How the yarn is wound on the bobbing in Ring frame. (4) 

 b) Describe the mechanism for building a good package in Ring frmae. (6) 
    

Q6 a) What do you mean by plied yarn ? State its necessity ? (5) 
 b) Describe the working principle of TFO. 

 
(5) 
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Q7  Describe the principle of yarn formation in Rotor spinning machine. (10) 
    

Q8  Write short answer on any TWO: (5 x 2) 
 a) Design feature of modern flyer.  
 b) SU ring and traveller.  
 c) Trilobal Cam  
 d) Air-jet spinning.  
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